SkaAmen was formed in 2008 by Diego Hernández, after his encounter with Jesus Christ in a youth retreat. His love for music and the desire to put himself at the service of God led him to form the alternative rock band, Amen (former name of SkaAmen).

In 2012, the band released their first production, “Así Sea,” under the name SkaAmen; with some original themes. Over the years, the band decided to use the ska rhythm in their music in a special way, which is a popular type of music with Jamaican origin that combines elements of traditional Caribbean rhythms and jazz. Their love for this type of music led the band to change their name from Amen to SkaAmen. Which unites the word "Ska," characterizing the musical meaning of the ensemble, and the word "Amen," which refers to the response of each one of its members, to the call that God has made them to praise and serve him through music.

In 2014 SkaAmen released its second production, titled “Contracorriente.”

With original songs like "Agradable a tus ojos," "Contracorriente" and "Silver & Gold." This album solidifies the band's mission to glorify the name of God through music and to launch a Christian youth movement. Contracorriente is a call to all people to live a life against the current of the world and to respond with an “Amen,” to the invitation that Jesus makes to each of us personally. In 2019 SkaAmen released their third production “Restless” made up entirely of original songs. SkaAmen is a multi-member band from all over the bay area, with members from the Diocese of Stockton, Oakland & San Jose.